S WAG A P R O N A N D T E A TOW E L
From your Panel Fabric
1. Fold panel in half along length with selvages perpendicular to fold
2. Make templates from the diagrams provided, and use to trim of fabric to shape the top and bottom of apron. Position the top template so it’s straight edge
sits 11 ½" from selvage edge including the selvage.
3. Set aside remaining swag for your tea towel.
From your Contrast Fabric
1. Cut 2 strips 4" x 34" waist ties
2. Cut 1 strip 4" x 21" neck strap
3. Take each strip and lightly press in half lengthways, wrong sides together, then use this crease as a guide to fold and press both raw edges into the centre on
the wrong side.
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4. Then fold the strip in half lengthways again. This will give you quite sturdy narrow straps with four thinknesses.
5. Open and fold in one short raw edge on the long straps. Refold into the centre giving a finished edge.
6. Top stitch down both sides of all three straps, and around the folded ends of the long straps.
7. Fold under ¼" and iron around all edges of apron.
8. Fold under another ¼" and iron Position straps at upper neck edge and waist ties, with the raw edges tucked under the ¼" folds. Pin in place.
9. Top stitch ⅛" from finished edge around entire edge of apron securing in the straps as you go.
10. Apply iron on paper backed adhesive such as Steam’a’Seam or Vliesofix to wrong side of remaining swag, cut out as desired around flowers, so it fits across
the width of your tea towel on one end.
11. Iron into place on tea towel and top stitch around the raw edges.
12. Now cook up and clean up a storm!
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